Wolters Kluwer Hong Kong proudly presents

A hassle-free & innovative research solution

PrimeLaw brings you efficient and cost-effective legal research

HKICS Study Packs
Registration Page: http://wkprime.com/hkics/registration
Login page: http://primelaw.com.hk

Ti ps:
1. You can easily navigate to the related legislation, cases within the HKICS Study Pack commentary.
2. Students are suggested to read the contents online, your account may be locked immediately if
your download exceeded our daily or monthly limit.

Legislation

Our platform contains all Hong
Kong Ordinances and Subsidiary
legislation. Legislative Changes are
updated weekly. Both English and
Chinese versions of the current and
past legislation are available.

Cases

The database covers the Hong Kong
Court decisions from 1877 to present,
which covers the decisions made from
colonial times to Hong Kong’s reversion to Chinese sovereignty, 238 cases
are updated twice every day. We
report court decisions failing within
the ambit of company, commercial
and tax law.

Search prediction

By typing a word or part of a word, a list of suggested
words and phrases will appear.

Bilingual legislation

Both English and Chinese versions of the legislation
are displayed side by side.

Recent Change

Commentary

We provided track changes, an auto comparison of
new and old law, for all legislation updates.

Wolters Kluwer is recognized
globally and highly valued for its
secondary source, practice areas
experts provide insight and
commentary on laws and regulations, tips, templates, tools and
examples help you integrate
content meaningfully from the
database into your own practice.

Search as you browse

When you choose a subject and a judgment year on the side
bar, you can browse the cases under that subject and year. At
the same time, your search will be confined to those criteria.

Commentary

Practice area expers provide insight and commentary on
laws and regulations, practical guidance, tips, templates,
tools and examples help you with your practice.

Case Map

You can now view relationships between legal cases at a
glance in an interactive chart.

